Universal Ethical Teachings; Their Source and Value

W. J. Colville

Having recently made an effort to trace, to some limited extent, the source and import of some of the cardinal doctrines of universal religion, common alike to the oldest and youngest faiths, we may now profitably turn our attention specifically to those distinctively ethical inculcations, which tho' generally associated with the promulgation of certain religious dogmas or doctrines, are nevertheless quite comprehensible apart from such definite connection. Religion and Morality are sometimes regarded as inseparable, and at other times looked upon as quite distinct, probably because some people can form no idea of a simple commonsense religion apart from doubtful theological dogmas, while to others morality may appear much as it did to Herbert Spencer, when he wrote his famous "Data of Ethics."

Referring again to Mrs. Besant's most illuminating "Universal Text Book of Religion and Morals," we find it divided into two distinct parts, procurable in separate volumes, the first part dealing with religion as we referred to it in our previous essay, the second part dealing exclusively with moral precepts apart from definite theology.

We have already discovered a virtual identity of religious concepts among all civilized races of mankind, and we shall
find it quite as easy to discover an equally universal standard of morality. As the claim seems well founded that all great systems of thought and practice owe their earthly origin to some great initiator, a man so far above the ordinary level of mankind as to be regarded by his special devotees as something more than simply human, or if, as in the case of Judaism and Mohamedanism, Moses and Mohamed are regarded by their respective followers simply as prophets of the Most High, the claim has been made in both instances that the Moral Code was a divine revelation, and, as such, necessarily binding upon mankind as an unalterable declaration of the Law of the Universe.

Between the orthodox and liberal elements in any religious camp there is always considerable division over the question of the divine or human origin of a moral code; but when we take a higher ground than that usually occupied by controversialists, we can afford to leave many questions open which it seems vain to endeavor to close.

It is claimed by the strictly orthodox in Israel that the Sinaitic Law, given in the Arabian Desert about 3,400 years ago, is an infallible revelation from Deity to humanity and therefore it can never be changed in any particular. From a purely rationalistic standpoint, it seems not impossible to arrive at almost the same conclusion so far as practical application is concerned, tho' a typical rationalist claims to know nothing of any divine revelation whatsoever. Here we approach the test of expediency, or the higher utility, which undertakes to test all alleged revelations by the fruit they bear when the doctrines they inculcate are carried out in actual practice. This is the Pragmatist attitude; one which appeals very strongly to many upright persons who feel very properly that our only means of actually proving anything must be the test of experience.
A lower use of the word "morality" makes a moral code a mere question of behavior, for it is contended that our English word "morals" is only a shortened form of the Latin *morales*, meaning manners. Between a concept of morality as divinely revealed and simply a question of desirable etiquette, dissertations on the foundation of a moral code can extend over a practically illimitable area, and somewhere between the two extremes, what is known as "conventional morality" occupies a convenient place. To be conventionally moral is not, however, to measure up to any very exalted ethical standard, for conventionality is never spiritual and is always concerned with conduct rather than motive. No one can possibly accuse the world's greatest Teachers of conventionality in the vulgar sense, tho' history and tradition unmistakably declare that they all conformed to accepted usages in so far as they could do so conscientiously, but not one step farther, and the course they individually pursued was the only one they recommended to their disciples.

"Do as I say and also as I do" is the substance of the teaching of a truly illumined Teacher, whose life and doctrine are always in complete accord. Lesser lights in the moral firmament may well say, "Do as we say, but not as we do," knowing that their lives fall short of their ideals. Between ideal and practical morality there must be an evident distinction, except in the case of one who is truly a Master, for only the Masters have grown to such heights of spiritual attainment as to live out to the full their spiritual perceptions.

Then, again, it is self-evident that we can see a height before we have climbed it, and as we are all growing or expanding entities, we make advances toward a supernal goal by admiring and contemplating eminences we have not yet reached, but toward which we are striving.
When Matthew Arnold declared conduct to be four-fifths of life he did not plainly tell his readers what he considered the remaining fifth to be. Probably the idea uppermost in Arnold's mind was that there is an unseen root whence all the branches of the tree of conduct proceed, and that we can only judge in external ways of behavior, leaving motive to the all-seeing eye of Deity.

With motives or intentions outward legislation cannot possibly have much to do, yet "intent to deceive" is a legal phrase, proving that juries and judges feel that they are able, to some extent, to discern and weigh motives and make allowance for weaknesses in cases where there seems to have been little, if any, wrong intent. Granting the righteousness of this attitude, we are, nevertheless, so insufficiently supplied with knowledge of what is taking place within the hearts and minds of others that outward laws have to be framed chiefly as regards conduct, tho' home training should always lay great stress on motive and on feeling.

It is inconceivable that wrong actions should have originally proceeded from kindly motives, tho' many actions seem to spring from simple carelessness or thoughtlessness, from which definite motive seems entirely absent. There can be no true morality designable in terms of pure negation, tho' we often, unfortunately, seem to characterize a moral life as one from which actual transgression is omitted, when we need to emphasize at all times, and particularly in the training of the young, the distinctively positive aspects of morality.

The great prophets of the ages have said, "This do and ye shall live," and "Go thou and do likewise," and they have given apparently no great praise to mere abstinence from actual vice. The parable of the ten Virgins,—five wise and five foolish—seems to lay great stress on the neces-
sarily positive character of all virtues, reminding us that *virtus* is close of kin to *valor* in the Latin tongue, from which our English *virtue* is derived.

The extremely exalted morality of the great body of doctrine familiarly styled "The Sermon on the Mount" has led to many sharp criticisms, some critics going so far as to revile and ridicule it, and some even professing to find it immoral instead of superlatively moral. This depends very much upon the viewpoint and penetration (or lack thereof) manifested by the critic. Friedrich Nietzsche, the brilliant but neurotic author of "Thus Spake Zarathustra," condemned in the strongest possible language all teaching that savored in his judgment of pandering to weakness, his arraignment of avowedly Christian ethics being based upon his supposition that the New Testament eulogized weakness and he could see no beauty apart from strength. Tolstoi, on the other hand, and none can doubt his strength of character as well as sincerity of motive, put in a vigorous plea for the full observance of the Gospel code of ethics, his indictment of popular Christianity being on the score of its having fallen so very far below the Gospel level.

As we compare the teachings attributed to the world's greatest Teachers, the one with the other, we shall find that they all taught from a spiritual basis far removed from any conventional or accepted standard. The writers of the New Testament often remind us that a Master knows the thoughts of those with whom he comes in contact and therefore views everything from its interior, rather than from its external side.

Rev. John Watson, better known as "Ian Maclaren," preached splendidly on the story of the attitude of a Master toward a woman taken in the act of adultery, for he declared that the Christ could see in her the struggle of a soul reaching upward thro' darkness to light, and it was his privi-
lege and portion to help her to a nobler way of living. The men who would have had her stoned to death were, according to reasonable tradition, adulterers themselves, tho’ outwardly very zealous for morality; therefore, when Jesus wrote in the sand at their feet the particular offense of each, man by man they skulked away and left the woman without an accuser. Then came the sublime opportunity for a Master to declare “I do not condemn you, but go and sin no more.”

Condemnation is always the stock in trade of those who have something to conceal of which they are ashamed in their own lives, but power as well as disposition to actually raise the moral tone of a community is found only with those whose lives are exceptionally virtuous. Nothing is easier than commonplace retaliation, and nothing evinces less true self-respect and self-esteem than the paltry boast of “getting even.” “If any one struck me a blow, I would strike him another,” voices the conviction on the part of the speaker that he and his assailant are on exactly the same level; we can, therefore, understand it between brothers and schoolmates, tho’ it is never admirable; but between teacher and pupil it is inconceivable without granting that the teacher is such in name and outward position only.

The great Teachers of humanity gather disciples around them whom they intend to send forth as evangelizing missionaries into the world which has not yet learned to live up to the moral standard which these missionary evangelists are to reveal and exemplify. There can be no valid reason for the work of teachers who only parrot forth what everyone in the communities thro’ which they travel has already accepted and is prepared to live up (or down) to.

Regarding the ethical integrity of the Levitical Code, expressed in the oft-quoted words, “An eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth," much discussion and a good deal of needless controversy has arisen owing to misunderstanding both of the real meaning of the phrase and of the manner in which this injunction was carried out when Israel was a nation and the ecclesiastical courts administered justice. Surely no one whose instincts were higher than utterly barbaric could ever have undertaken to carry out the statement literally by actually taking eye for eye and tooth for tooth. The Courts of Justice in ancient Israel were accustomed to estimate comparative values and they exacted compensation as far as possible for those who had been wronged at the hands of their assailants. An eye would properly be valued as worth much more than a tooth, for if an eye had been rendered useless a workman's earning capacity would be greatly diminished. The injurer would be called upon to make an allowance out of his own income to help support the injured man and any family which might be dependent upon his industry.

In this interpretation of the law there was no cruelty and no unnecessary hardships inflicted on anyone; but had the law been set aside and the culprit simply pardoned, a gross injustice would have been done to the victim of the assault, and, moreover, encouragement would have been given to the violent and lawless to commit depredations with impunity. Between vindictive punishments and wise judicial penalties there is a chasm that no sophistry can bridge, because the former are utterly irreconcilable with the law of equity while the latter are its legitimate exponents.

Now we have reached the parting of the ways between Judaism and Christianity, as commonly interpreted. It is said that Judaism calls for simple justice, while Christianity sues for mercy and pardon, and this view seems to have entered into the mind of the author of the "The Merchant of

There is a seeming, rather than a real, divergence between the moral code of the Old Testament and that of the New, and even this seeming disparity quickly disappears when we lay sufficient stress on such words as "I am not come to destroy but to fulfil" and "Love is the fulfilling of the Law."

All teachings are susceptible of higher and lower applications. "The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life." We need to seek diligently until we find the real object of legislation, then we may be able to harmonize apparent contradictions. The spirit or intention of all benevolent legislation is the same throughout all lands and in all ages, but the methods in vogue for carrying the intention into effect differ widely in different lands and in the same country at different times.

Take, as a telling example, the question of Capital Punishment, strenuously advocated at one time and condemned at another time in the same country. We may readily believe that the more highly civilized a nation becomes the more it gives up barbaric usages, adopting milder measures in their place, but that admission does not call for any repudiation of the fact that those who still adhere to savage customs believe them necessary to the safety of society.

Those who justify the Death Penalty declare that their only reason for standing up for it is that they consider that it is the only effective deterrent from the most violent forms of crime, and that were it abrogated, murders would multiply. Those who oppose taking "Life for life" declare the exact opposite and stoutly maintain that the execution of capital offenders has a most pernicious effect upon society, as it serves to stir up the most ferocious feelings possible in the human breast.
Now, whatever may be the view taken of the subject by any well-wisher to humanity, all must agree that it is only logical to advocate that course of action, whatever it may be, that we consider most conducive to general welfare. From our own particular standpoint, the only ethical procedure must be that which in our judgment discourages vice and promotes virtue. Our way of looking at a moral question evidences our moral growth and insight (or our lack thereof), but the ethical imperative resting upon us must ever be, in any set of circumstances, to so act as to bring about the greatest amount of good possible. We may be too dull of hearing to hear the spiritual voice clearly and too lacking in spiritual vision to see clearly the path which leads to the higher altitudes, but we must follow the noblest voice we hear, even tho' our hearing be imperfect, and allow ourselves to be guided by the brightest star which we discern in our moral firmament, even tho' it be not a very brilliant luminary.

Morality from the human side must be relative and progressive, tho' absolute and stationary from the Divine side. We are gradually discovering more and more of truth and we all need to sometimes make moral experiments, for in no other way does it seem possible that human evolution can be accomplished.

Those who insist that we have an infallible revelation and therefore all we have to do is to obey it, seem usually to forget that however infallible a revelation may be in itself, it can never be binding morally on any one who does not know or feel it to be infallible.

Mrs. Besant, in her Text Book, declares that there is a science of Morality, just as there is a science of Biology, of Astronomy and of Psychology, and she is without doubt well justified in further claiming that this Moral Science
has been consistently interpreted by all of the world's greatest Teachers, whose practical concurrence of statement on many fundamental points goes far to prove that they have all spoken from about the same height of spiritual perfection, only varying the form in which they have definitely applied universal principles to meet pressing demands of place and time.

Conduct among the Hindus has always occupied the center of the moral stage. The Mahabharata informs us that by good conduct we attain "fair fame, here and hereafter." From the same overflowing fountain of Oriental wisdom we receive also the following: "To give joy to another is righteousness; to give pain is sin. Let not any man do unto another any act that he wisheth not done to himself by others, knowing it to be painful to himself, and let him also purpose for another all that he wisheth for himself." These and several similar precepts scattered all thro' the Sacred Books of India, which are of much greater antiquity than the New Testament, prove conclusively that the Golden Rule did not originate with a Master who announced it only nineteen centuries ago; but this discovery in no way detracts from the value of the inculcations, it only testifies to their universality.

Zoroastrianism insists upon the supremacy of wisdom and purity as the pillars of morality, as the following quotation clearly manifests: "As thro' wisdom the world of righteousness is created, thro' wisdom every evil is subjugated and every good is perfected."

Buddhism insists most strongly upon living together in peace and amity, for it is universally maintained by Buddhists that their illustrious Founder placed philanthropy at the head of all virtues and invariably insisted that the road to blessedness or Nirvana was only a way of unselfish
devotion to good, the common good.

From one of the Suttas we gather that "so long as Brethren shall exercise themselves in the seven-fold or higher wisdom, that is to say, in mental activity, search after truth, energy, joy, peace, earnest contemplation and equanimity of mind, so long may the Brethren be expected not to decline but to prosper." Then, referring to the example set by certain tribes of peaceful animals, the teaching continues: "Since even animals can live together in mutual reverence, confidence and courtesy, much more so should you, O Brethren, let your light shine forth that you may be seen to dwell in like manner together."

One of the sublimest of the short pithy precepts in the Buddhist Scriptures, which show their spiritual identity with the Jewish and the Christian, is this: "With pure thoughts and fulness of love I will do unto others what I do for myself." Where is there any discoverable difference between the foregoing and the following, "As ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise" (Luke vi, 31).

Now let us hear a word from Islam. In the Sayings of Mohamed we encounter this version of the Golden Rule: "No man is a true believer unless he desireth for his brother that which he desireth for himself."

Mrs. Besant quite conclusively declares that all virtues take their rise in Love and all vices originate in Hate. But what can we say of these world-wide contradictories but that the latter is the perversion of the former. "God is Love" is one of the most sublime and also widely accepted of all religious teachings, and it is surely demonstrable that Love is the creative force, while Hate is the destroying or disintegrating action of Love inverted. Were there no mistakes made by finite intelligences in their endeavors to gradually
build an ideal world there would be no explanation forthcoming of the phenomena of vice, for we usually agree to call all habits vicious which have a destructive tendency, and we designate all practices virtuous which tend to build the social fabric and cause it to cohere. Virtues and vices must always be contradictory, working in diametrically opposite directions, therefore without a sense of right there could exist no sense of wrong, for our idea of wrong is of something opposed to what we conceive to be right, and with a tendency to subvert it.

The query is often raised as to how far we are each others' keepers, but before we can hope to answer such a question intelligently we must take well into account the many manifest inequalities in human development with which we are confronted at every turn. There are always seniors and juniors in the human family whom we may style superiors and inferiors in the sense that we can legitimately speak of higher and lower officers in any organization, always remembering that juniors become seniors and officers of inferior rank are promoted to superior grades. What appears very wrong at one stage in our moral development appeared quite innocent at some earlier period; that is why all the Sacred Books have their allegories of a forfeited Paradise and their legends of a bygone Golden Age. It was a state of infantile simplicity out of which we fell, therefore falling implies rising and vice versa. "To him that knoweth his master's will and doeth it not, to him it (the negligence) is sin."

There can be only one sense in which a single standard of morality can be applied, and that is in accordance with the saying "to his own master he standeth or falleth." Rudyard Kipling has brought this out very finely in his heroic poem containing the famous line "And only the Master
shall praise us and only the Master shall blame."

It is true that Masters always lay down great fundamental rules of morality, but while these are fundamentally definite and essentially the same in all climes and ages, the nature of these rules is such that tho' they are extremely rigid, to the point even of absolute inflexibility, when considered as we may consider the spirit of the Golden Rule, they are extremely flexible so far as immediate external application goes.

Let us now proceed to apply the Golden Rule in some specific instance and see how best we can comply with it both in spirit and in letter. Some criticism has been provoked by the fact that arguments have been brought forward intended to prove that it would often be most inappropriate and annoying to certain others to treat them exactly as we should like to be treated ourselves, on account of our wide dissimilarity of tastes and inclinations. Other criticisms have been directed toward an imaginary higher standard of morality, "Do all for others," called by its admirers, The Diamond Rule. Both these criticisms are shallow and inconclusive.

The first would have some valid basis were we obliged to carry out the Golden Rule in every detail of external conduct, so as to insist upon providing certain peculiar varieties of food for guests because we happened to have a personal preference for them, thereby making the mistake sometimes of offering to our visitors the very edibles most unpleasant to their peculiar palates. But surely every person sensible enough to reason upon a world-embracing precept will realize quickly enough that its intention is to consult the feelings of others exactly to the same extent that we desire others to considers ours, which is the exact reverse of setting up one's own personal standard in all particulars and blindly forcing
others to conform to it or else go destitute.

The second criticism is plausible but unreal, because it assumes an impossible sort of Altruism when what is needed is a true Mutualism. We cannot leave ourselves entirely out of the human reckoning on the plea of doing all for others, because we are so inseparably bound up one with another in all life's manifold relationships that it is inevitable that because no one can possibly live to himself alone the manner of his living must affect others beside himself, therefore a spurious Altruism which would result in self-neglect, would be necessarily immoral, because it would reflect injury on others, while proper self-regard is truly moral as it tends to promote the general weal as well as one's simply private welfare. Philanthropy, meaning literally the love of humanity at large, must include a rightful measure of self-love, because the human race includes us as truly as it embraces any of our neighbors. It can only be affectation to disown all self-regard and pretend that we are exclusively concerned with others, but it may be sincere philanthropy which claims immeasurably greater interest in the common welfare than in the exclusive advantage to be gained by a single person, or even by just a few members of the human race.

Morality starts, as Swedenborg has truly declared, in a sense of proprium or selfhood; then neighborly affection dawns and we are no longer monopolized with our own concerns exclusively. At first it is self-regard alone, then mutual interest, that sways us, and we can readily perceive that the further we advance along the road of spiritual development the less we shall think of self and the more of others. "Neighbor" is a word of two-fold import, therefore it is always possible to advocate loving one's neighbor as oneself and also better than oneself. Paradoxical tho' this
statement must appear, it involves no contradiction in terms if we remember that "neighbor" is often used as a plural noun in place of "neighbors," just as we can say "hair" and "fish," instead of "hairs" and "fishes," for both are correct English.

An injunction to love any individual neighbor as yourself embodies the truest ethical teaching and let us couple with it "Love your neighbors collectively more than yourself." This doctrine carried into practical effect would cause no friction between duty to self and to neighbors, and as a moral standard nothing else should be advocated in public schools where young minds are being trained for the duties of enlightened citizenship.

The milder virtues, Compassion, Patience, and all the rest, are quite as necessary as those in the heroic group which includes Courage, Perseverance, and all others of the stalwart stamp, and it is indeed difficult to see how one can be entirely moral or healthy without perfect balance. It is equilibrium, not one-sidedness, that we require, and until this is universally admitted, carping criticism is certain to continue thro' lack of insight into the real difference between legitimate pairs of opposites and illegitimate contradictories. A well-balanced man or woman must have both a firm and a tender side, for it is sometimes necessary to turn the one and sometimes the other to the front, but no one can consistently advocate both justice and injustice, or kindness and cruelty, for these are contrary one to the other and mutually exclusive in self-evident degree.

From the Buddhist Scriptures we extract the following sublime declaration as a connecting link between this essay and the next, in which we desire to consider more explicitly the inter-action between Virtues and Vices, a topic which must be entered into thoughtfully and deeply before we can
reasonably hope to evolve a working system of moral teaching sufficiently sympathetic, as well as comprehensive, to serve as a bond of union between nations, instead of constituting cause for continual dissension. "He who bears ill-will to those who bear ill-will can never become pure; but he who feels no ill-will purifies those who hate. As hatred brings misery to mankind, the Sage knows no hate."

Here we have in simple synthesis the summary of all truly moral teaching, viz., the dignified counsel to rise above the errors which defile the world by cultivating and radiating the virtues which ennable it.
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anecdotes, incidents and illustrations from the humorous side of
Cloth. No. 23191 .......................................................... 1.50

Low Twelve. Edward S. Ellis, A. M. A book of thrilling
and impressive stories of Masonic bravery and loyalty, told with
that accuracy and charming style which has given Mr. Ellis such
world-wide popularity. Half-tone Illustrations. No. 23221 .... 1.50
Full Leather, a fine gift book. No. 23224 .......................... 2.50

Lost Word Found, The. "The most compelling bit of literature
yet presented by Dr. Buck, and unlike anything ever written
concerning the mystery of the Lost Word." J. D. Buck. 32°
No. 23196 .......................................................... 0.50


Masonic Sketch Book, or Gleanings from the Harvest Field of Masonic Literature. By E. du Larans. This book covers a great variety of subjects and includes some of the choicest work of our best Masonic writers, as well as many valuable and interesting articles by the author. Full gilt sides and edges. 345 pgs. 6 x 9 Illustrated. No. 23291........................................ 2.00

Masonic Token. William T. Anderson. A gift book for all seasons. Full gilt sides and edges. Embellished with upwards of thirty illustrations, the letter-press being from the pens of a large number of our most gifted authors; especially intended for Masonic home reading. 289 pgs. No. 23311.............................. 2.25


Morals and Dogma, Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite from the 1st, to 33d Degree, by Albert Pike, Grand Commander. This valuable work is the result of years of study, translations from ancient and modern languages, and thousands of dollars expenditure by the author. The Masonic and Theosophical student will
find in it a mine of knowledge that can be found nowhere else, and heretofore within the reach of but few. The greatest book ever written or printed about Free Masonry. 861 pgs. 6⅞ x 9⅛. Cloth binding with gold stamps. No. 23361 ....................... 5.25

Mystic Masonry. Explains the Symbols of Freemasonry and their connection with the Greater Mysteries of Antiquity, in which, for centuries, have been concealed the grandest achievements in knowledge ever gained by man, that, through the efforts of Freemasons, may be and are being understood and restored to the world. J. D. Buck, 32°. Illustrated. 260 pgs. No. 23421.... 1.50

Poetry of Freemasonry. Rob. Morris, L. L. D., Masonic Poet Laureate, with Portrait and Biography of the Author, by his son. Introduction by the Author, and his favorite poem—"We Meet Upon the Level, and Part Upon the Square"—in the original words and later changes, followed by over 500 poems, notes and illustrations, 400 pgs. Of finest book paper. Beautifully embossed cover, 8 x 10½ inches. No. 23281............................. 2.75

Gold and silver leaf stamping, gilt edges. No. 23285 ...........3.50


Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception, The, or Christian Occult Science. An Elementary Treatise upon man’s Past Evolution, Present Constitution and Future Development. By Max Heindel, who includes a note of thanks to Dr. Rudolf Steiner and Dr. Alma Von Brandis. "Prove all things."—Paul. 5⅞ x 7⅜ 536 pages 14 of Index, Color plate, Illustrations, Diagrams, etc. With Red under Gilt Edges, Green Cloth, Gold and Color Stamps. No. 23896 (A Master Work, worth many times its cost.) .... 1.15


Rosicrucians, Their Rites and Mysteries. Founded on their manifestoes, and on facts and documents collected from the writings of initiated brethren. Hargrave Jennings Illustrated. 464 pages. 6 x 9 No. 23881.................................3.50

Sacred Mysteries. Freemasonry in times anterior to the Temple of Solomon. Relics of Mayas and Quiches, 11,500 years ago, their relation to the Sacred Mysteries of Egypt, Greece, Chaldea and India. Augustus Le Plongeon. No. 23956............. 2.50
Scarlet Book of Freemasonry. Contains an authentic and thrilling history of the seizure, imprisonment and martyrdom of Free Masons and Knights Templar from A.D. 1275 to the present time; history of the life of the renowned philosopher, Pythagoras, his extraordinary career and tragic death; an account of the late remarkable discoveries of Masonic emblems under the pedestal of an ancient obelisk in Egypt, together with a case of recent persecution and death in that country; also an account of the recent discovery of an ancient temple in Mexico with Masonic emblems. Beautifully illustrated. 548 pages. 6½ x 9
In fine satin cloth and gilt. No. 23981.................................3.00
Morocco, gilt edges, very rich. No. 23984..............................4.00

Signet of King Solomon, or the Freemason's Daughter. A. C. Arnold. A charming and fascinating story of a "Knight of the Temple" in modern times. Beautifully illustrated. 288 pgs., 6 x 9½. No. 23976.................................................1.50

Signs and Symbols. Dr. George Oliver. Illustrated and explained in a series of twelve lectures. No. 23986.............1.50

Singular Story of Freemasonry, The. A most attractive concise and interesting little book. W. B Sibley. 4 x 6, 100 pgs. No. 23916.......................................................................................75

Solomon's Temple. Its History and Structure. Rev. W. Shaw Caldecott, No. 24026.........................................................2.50

Spirit of Freemasonry. Comprising Lectures on the State of Freemasonry in the Eighteenth Century, the Design, Rites, Ceremonies and Institutions of the Ancients, Nature of the Lodge, Furniture, Apparel and Jewels of Masons, Temple at Jerusalem Geometry, Master Mason's Order, Secrecy of Masons, Charity, Brotherly Love, Occupations, and a Corollary; followed by an Appendix containing Charges, Addresses and Orations on various Masonic occasions. William Hutchinson. With copious notes, critical and explanatory, of great value, by the Rev. George Oliver. No. 24021................................................................. 1.50

Swedenborg Rite, and the Great Masonic Leaders of the Eighteenth Century. The Masonic career of Swedenborg and his followers, and the relation between the symbolic system of Swedenborgianism and Modern Freemasonry. Samuel Beswick. No. 24051................................................................. 1.00

Symbolism of Freemasonry. Illustrating and Explaining its Science and Philosophy, its Legends, Myths and Symbols. Mackey. 360 pgs.. No. 24071................................................................. 2.25
Symbol of Glory, showing the Object and End of Freemasonry, in a valedictory and thirteen lectures: Masonic Science, Poetry and Philosophy, Knowledge, Doctrines, Circle and Parallel Meaning, Great Lights, and Masonic Ladder, Theological Virtues and Masonry, Clouded Canopy and Ladder Symbols, Application, Blazing Star, Symbol of Glory, etc. Rev. George Oliver. 298 pgs., cloth, black and gold stamps. No. 24061.............. 1.50

Tradition, Origin and Early History of Freemasonry. An elaborate account of the traditions which form the basis of the degrees in Freemasonry and their coincidence with the Ancient Mysteries; also the origin of the Society of Operative Masons and its transformation into a Speculative Fraternity; with a brief history of the Order, and its rituals and customs. By A. T. C. Pierson and Godfrey W. Steinbrenner. 540 pgs. 6½ x 9¼ Illustrated. No. 24213.......................... 2.50

Washington and His Masonic Compeers. An interesting and reliable work, abounding in facts and incidents pertaining to Washington's Masonic life. A part of his history, entirely omitted by most of his biographers, brought to light by diligent research among the Masonic records and documents of the past century. Containing fine Masonic portrait of Washington and numerous other illustrations. No. 24301............................... 1.75

A SELECTED ASSORTMENT OF BOOKS
Historical, Fraternal, Symbolical, Mystic, Astrologic, Occult, Psychic, Spiritualistic, Optimistic, Philosophic, Masonic, New Thought, Etc.


"To each one comes life's lesson in a different form: Let him that would learn the meaning of this story attend to these words that he may the better understand, and let him that is the idle hearer of a tale pass them by." Two volumes, combined in one book of 49 chapters. Illustrated with a portrait of Ahrinziman and a Vision in the Desert. 284 pages 5½ x 7½ * No. 22026............................................. 1.00


Brother of the Third Degree. An interesting and fascinating story of the thrilling experiences of an earnest occult student on his way upward to those sublime heights of Universal Love and Devotion to Humanity, attained only by the true Initiates of the Great White Brotherhood—a vivid picture of life in the famous occult schools of Paris and the Far East; explaining much which has so long been veiled in mystery. W. L. Carver. 377 pages, Cloth. No. 22161.

Constructive Psychology. The Constructive Principle of Character Building. Dr. J. D. Buck. 32° No. 22296.


Discovery of the Soul, The. Throwing light on the path of progressive man; leading through mysticism to the discovery of those unused powers within the soul, which duly appropriated give expression to the Divine in Man. Floyd B. Wilson. No. 22306.

Harmonics of Evolution. This work marks out a new path in the treatment of the so-called Occult in Nature, attempting to explain rather than to mystify and to illustrate and elucidate the correlation of spiritual and physical forces in Nature. Florence Huntley. 463 pgs. No. 22716.


Initiation and its Results. Rudolf Steiner, Rh. D. A sequel to the Way of Initiation. These works in the plainest and clearest way, give more instruction in occult knowledge than any yet published. Mystics, and the Theosophic Press indorse them in the highest terms. New large type. No. 22976....................1.00

Initiation and Mysteries. Rudolf Steiner. No. 50910. 1.00

In Tune with the Infinite. Ralph Waldo Trine. Bound in Japanese style or special silk. No. 22996 ......................... 1.25

Isis Unveiled. About 1500 pages. Portrait of the Author. H. P. Blavatsky. No. 23016 2 Vols. 6 x 9....4.00 and 7.00

Josephus. The authentic works and life of this great Jewish historian and celebrated warrior. Translated by Wm. Winston, M.A. 1065 pgs., attractively bound and illustrated. 7½x9½. No. 23061................................................................. 1.75

Kingdom of Love, The. Henry Frank. Beautifully expressed, wholesome, helpful and inspiring essays. 245 pgs. No. 23086................................................................. 1.00

Koran, The. Commonly called the Alkoran of Mohammed (the Mohammedian Bible). 559 pgs. No. 23071................... 1.50

Krishna and Orpheus, the Great Initiates of the East and West. Edouard Schure. No. 23106. 1.25

Last Great Initiate, Jesus the. Edouard Schure. The Essenes, St. John, etc. No. 23056................................................................. 1.00

Life and Writings of Dr. Rob't. Fludd, the English Rosicrucian. I. B. Craven. Cloth. No. 23286 .................. 2.50

Light on the Path. A treatise for the personal use of those who are unfamiliar with the Eastern Wisdom but desire to enter within its influence. C. M. Cloth. No 23166............. 50 Leather. No. 24167................................................................. 75

Man Limitless. “A study of the possibilities of man when acting under infinite guidance with which he is in absolute touch.” Floyd B. Wilson. No. 23531.................... 1.25

Mastery of Mind in the Making of a Man, The. A searching analysis and exposition of the power of mind in body-building and the forming of personality. Henry Frank. 250 pgs. No. 23306................................. 1.00

Myrtle Baldwin. A novel of great interest, especially to the Fraternity, as it is full of Masonic principles. Bro. Charles Clark Munn, author of The Hermet, etc. 510 pgs. 5½x7½. Illustrated, green cloth, black and gold stamps. An excellent gift. No. 23586................................................................. 1.50
Mystical Life of Ours, This. Ralph Waldo Trine.
No. 24236................................................................. 1.00

Occult Science in India, and among the Ancients, with an account of their Mystic Initiations and History of Spiritualism. Louis Jacolliot. Cloth. No. 23716............................................. 1.50

No. 23726.............................................................................. 1.00


Pythagoras and the Delphic Mysteries. Edouard Schure.
No. 23811............................................................................... 1.00

Queen Moo and the Egyptian Sphinx. A most interesting and valuable work—the result of extensive research among the ruined palaces, tombs and temples, and careful study of the signs, symbols and ancient manuscripts of the Mayas of prehistoric Yucatan; showing evidences of a civilization antedating, by centuries, that of the Eastern Hemisphere, and giving a reasonable solution of that mystery of the ages—the Origin and Meaning of the Egyptian Sphinx. Augustus Le Plongeon. Beautifully illustrated with full page half-tone prints, from photographs taken by the author while exploring those ancient remains. No. 23851. Reduced from the Authors price 6.00 to.............................................. 4.75

No. 23841............................................................................... 1.50

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, The. With 12 full page illustrations in colors and tinted border designs, 6x9. Deckel edge,
No. 23936 1.25. Watered Silk, No. 23940............................. 2.00
Limp Leather, No. 23937...................................................... 2.00
Secret Doctrine, The. The Synthesis of Science, Religion and Philosophy. 6 x 9 About 1500 pgs with Index. Vols. I and II No. 24066... 12.50 Vol. III No. 24067... * 5.00

Secret Doctrine, Abridged. Hillard. No. 24031... 2.00

Sermon on the Mount, and other Extracts from the New Testament. A verbatim translation from the Greek with notes on the Mystical or Arcane Sense. James M. Pryse. Cloth. No. 24076.......................... .60

Servant in the House, The. A beautiful and uplifting drama of Brotherly Love Charles Rann Kennedy. No. 22966... 1.25

Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses, The. The wonderful arts of the old wise Hebrews, taken from the Mosaic books of the Kabbalah and the Talmud, for the good of mankind. 100 pgs. Paper, No. 24040 ..................................... .75


Temple, The. Its Ministry and Services at the Time of Jesus Christ. Rev. Dr. Eidersheim. 308 pgs. No. 24201...... 1.50


Thoughts for the Occasion. A Manual of Historical Data and Facts, Helpful in Suggesting Themes and in Outlining Addresses for the Observance of Timely or Special Occasions of the Masonic, Odd Fellows and various other Orders. Compiled by Franklin Noble, D. D. 576 pgs. cloth. No. 24216..............2.00

Through Silence to Realization. This work embodies a system of instruction for mental growth and attainment of ideals. Floyd B. Wilson. 5¼x7½. No. 24241.................... 1.00

W. J. COLVILLE'S BOOKS.

A Selection of the Most Popular Works by This Great Author and Well Known Lecturer in Europe, America, and Australia.

Ancient Mystery and Modern Revelation. A wonderful new work. By W. J. Colville.—The book, which is of considerable size, aims to introduce selected gems from Oriental literature together with philosophical interpretations of the most disputed Bible texts, and also presents highly condensed biographical accounts of the Esoteric Schools of Antiquity and the characteristics of their founders. To every liberal-minded Bible student and to all who are investigating the psychic problems of 'to-day the work as a whole must appeal as one of more than average interest. Cloth. No. 24346.................. 1.00
Six copies to any single address on receipt of $5.00.

A full outline description of the Significance of Color and a clear explanation of the nature and development of the Human Aura.

Birthdays, The Significance of, or Our Place in the Universal Zodiac. W. J. Colville Cloth and Gilt. No. 22192 .75
Leatherette. No. 22191......................................................... .50

Dashed Against the Rock. A scientific novel, illustrated with many remarkable diagrams. W. J. Colville. Cloth.
No. 22316................................................................. .75

ESSAYS:
Concentration of Thought..........................22276 .10
Human Aura...........................................50900 .10
Law of Attraction..........................50440 .10
Law of Success..........................50450 .10
Law of Suggestion..........................50455 .10
Sleep, Dreams and Visions..........................50460 .10
What is Genius..........................50465 .10
Words of Power..........................50445 .10

These Essays are on live topics very clearly setting forth practical mental methods for conquering obstacles and making the most of life generally.........any 3 of the above Essays for 25 Cents

Cloth: No. 22476......................................................... .30

Glints of Wisdom, or Helpful Sayings for Busy Moments. Abstracts from Lectures by W. J. Colville. An encyclopedia of psychological laws contained in an endless variety of subjects.
Cloth No.22671. .75. Paper No. 22675.............. .30
Health from Knowledge; or the Law of Correspondences as Applied to Healing. W. J. Colville. Cloth, No. 22741 .75
Paper..........................No. 22744................................. * .30

Life and Power from Within. An excellent book, embracing the most advanced mental-physical teaching and the simplest rules for the guidance of daily life, according to New Thought standards. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 23151.............................. 1.00

Living Decalogue, The. 12 Expository Lectures. W. J. Colville Leatherette. No. 23156........................................... .50

Lectures, by W. J. Colville, on various subjects: Atlantis, The Way of Initiation, Initiation and its Results. Symbolism—Its use and Value, etc. Send for list, each 10c. 3 for.......................... .25


Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four chapters, including explanatory essays on many subjects of vital interest to all teachers and students. W. J. Colville.Cloth. No. 23766.......... 1.00

Onesimus Templeton. A vivid romance, tracing the evolution of a soul from bondage to liberty. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 23771.......................................................... .50

Throne of Eden, The. Twenty-six chapters presenting important teachings entrusted to the writer's charge; also a record of extensive travel in the Southern Hemisphere; and a rational system of preventing as well as healing diseases. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 24186............................................................ 1.00

Universal Spiritualism. Spirit Communion in all ages among all people. The work has two distinctive features: (1st) A resume of the Spiritual faith and practice of Egypt, India, Persia, Greece, Rome, China, Japan and other ancient nations, not excepting Europe, during Christian centuries. (2nd) A summary of recent experiences in America, Great Britain, Australia, France, Germany, Italy and other modern lands, all tending to show the persistent continuity of spiritual revelation. Clairvoyance, Telepathy and Psychic Phenomena in general are dealt with in separate chapters at the close of the volume, which extends to 352 pages, making it a highly useful text-book for all who are interested in the question of human immortality. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 24256.............................. 1.00
Health from Knowledge; or the Law of Correspondences as Applied to Healing. W. J. Colville. Cloth, No. 22741 .75
Paper.............................................No. 22744............................................. .30

Life and Power from Within. An excellent book, embracing the most advanced mental-physical teaching and the simplest rules for the guidance of daily life, according to New Thought standards. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 23151.................................................. 1.00

Living Decalogue, The. 12 Expository Lectures. W. J. Colville Leatherette. No. 23156.................................................. .50

Lectures, by W. J. Colville, on various subjects: Atlantis, The Way of Initiation, Initiation and its Results. Symbolism—Its use and Value, etc. Send for list, each 10¢. 3 for.......................... .25


Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four chapters, including explanatory essays on many subjects of vital interest to all teachers and students. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 23766 ................ 1.00

Onesimus Templeton. A vivid romance, tracing the evolution of a soul from bondage to liberty. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 23771.......................................................................................50

Throne of Eden, The. Twenty-six chapters presenting important teachings entrusted to the writer's charge; also a record of extensive travel in the Southern Hemisphere; and a rational system of preventing as well as healing diseases. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 24186 .................................................................... 1.00

Universal Spiritualism. Spirit Communion in all ages among all people. The work has two distinctive features: (1st) A resume of the Spiritual faith and practice of Egypt, India, Persia, Greece, Rome, China, Japan and other ancient nations, not excepting Europe, during Christian centuries. (2nd) A summary of recent experiences in America, Great Britain, Australia, France, Germany, Italy and other modern lands, all tending to show the persistent continuity of spiritual revelation. Clairvoyance, Telepathy and Psychic Phenomena in general are dealt with in separate chapters at the close of the volume, which extends to 352 pages, making it a highly useful text-book for all who are interested in the question of human immortality. W. J. Colville. Cloth. No. 24256............. 1.00
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